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Our article [1], published in April 2024, omitted the fourth author, Kendall Kay. Kendall Kay was involved in the conception and design of the study. She also assisted with gathering and analyzing data. She was accidentally omitted during the submission process. The online version of this article has been corrected to accurately reflect Kendall Kay’s authorship: Kendall Kay’s name was added as the fourth author in the byline. Her contributions have also been added to the Author Contributions section. The corrected authorship and Author Contributions are as follows:

Jeffrey Hyun-Kyu Choi, Paramveer Singh Birring, Joshua Lee, Kendall Kay, Sohaib Zafar Hashmi, Nitin Narain Bhatia, Yu-po Lee

Author Contributions

Conceptualization: JHC, KK, SZH, NNB, YL; data curation: PSB, JL, KK; formal analysis: JHC, PSB, JL, KK; funding acquisition: not applicable; methodology: JHC, PSB, JL, KK; project administration: JHC, SZH, NNB, YL; visualization: writing—original draft: JHC; writing—review & editing: SZH, NNB, YL; and final approval of the manuscript: all authors.

We apologize for any inconvenience that it may have caused.
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